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 Teaching Energy Efficiency Policy at the 
University Level  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What IS a California approach?  -- I’m going to AVOID answering this question.  But perhaps you will get absorb that as I describe how I go about it.??What are the most important aspects of EE
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Topics 

• Why teach energy efficiency policy? 
• Who are the students? 
• What do they need to learn? 

– How much technology? Economics? Policy? 

• How do you keep them excited? 
• Measures of success? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will try to answer these questions based on my own experiences teaching energy efficiency policy in CaliforniaI will use slides from my course to illustrate ideas



A Different 
Challenge – 
Training the 
Practitioner 

homeenergy.org 



The University of California,  
Davis Campus 

Davis: 100 km Northeast from San 
Francisco, 30 km west of Sacramento 
 
30,000 students: 3rd most popular UC 
campus  (after Berkeley & UCLA) 
Famous for wine, bicycles, and now 
energy efficiency Los 

Angeles 

San  
Francisco 

Davis 
Sacramento 

Berkeley Toronto 
Ottawa 

Vancouver 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have also taught at Berkeley and Stanford. 



My Classes at UC Davis 

Other courses at 
Berkeley, Stanford 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very active energy programs at Berkeley, Stanford, UC San Diego, LBNL  & LLNLClose relationship to major CA  regulatory agencies:  CEC, PUC, utilities  (strong old-girl network)John Holdren



Who Are the UC Davis Students? 
And What Do They Want? 

• Graduate students mostly 
– Engineering, Business, Chemistry, Physics, Sociology, 

Agronomy, Economics (from all over the world!) 
– Interested in sustainability, zero-energy, solar, climate 

change,  jobs 
 

• Teaching EE as a supplement to other specialties 
• For undergraduates, the course can be 

transformational 
My goals:  show different perspectives, think differently, 
question authority, collect data, provide context 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students don’t get degrees in EE; instead I try to provide a PERSPECTIVE that SUPPLEMENTS their specialization.  It’s a way to look at problems (and I hope solutions).  Question authority:  understand where numbers come from!



 Treating Energy Demand as a Black Box  
(and note the assumptions!) 

https://flowcharts.llnl.gov/content/energy/energy_archive/energy_flow_2009/LLNL_US_Energy_Flow_2009.png 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Equality of energy use:Question authority:  understand where numbers come from



Global Energy Sankey Diagram 

World Energy Flows Sankey Diagram, as shown on http://aspoireland.org/2011/05/08/a-review-of-green-energy-growth-
prospects-at-the-oil-economy-maxima/ Diagram originally by Cullen, J.M. & Allwood, J.M. (2010) 



Breakdown by Administrative unit 



Electricity (2) 

Coal 

Nuclear 

Oil Gas Hydro 
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Motors ! 
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A device transforms energy into a 
useful output, service, or product 

Students need to understand that people want 
services, not energy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I beat into the students that people want services, not energy.I spend a lot of time describing thermal comfort.



A Service Plot for Water Heating 



Ideal Conditions 

More Common Situation 
(“the fog of uncertainty”) 

Estimation of 
Energy Savings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another key concept:  you can’t “measure” savings



How Are Energy Costs Changing Compared to Other Utilities? 

Source: Beecher, Institute of Public Utilities, MSU [2012] 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note CPINote that gasoline isn’t shown on this curve.  I think this is only residential utilities.



Quadrants of People’s Motivations 

Fully rational 

More irrational 

Economic 

Non-economic 

This area 
explored by 
traditional 
economics 

Terra incognita 

What kind 
of 
economics 
should we 
talk 
about? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Classical economics? I present conversational economics: 10 rank 2) invest elsewhereBehaviorial economics: Kahneman’s thinking fast & slow, market failures, PA problems



Coolbiz - Japan 
Prime Minister Koizumi 
wearing CoolBiz 

Different 
approaches to 
energy efficiency 



Energy Labels Around the World 

 
• > 60 countries operate product efficiency programmes 
• Currently national schemes tailored for local markets & 

suppliers 
• Now greater recognition of global markets & world suppliers 

needs Source: Australian Greenhouse Office 2005 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduction��Government sponsored energy efficiency programmes commenced in developed countries as a result of the first oil price shocks in the 1970s but proliferate now as a cost effective energy and environment measure�National programmes tend to be developed by individual countries with limited interaction with other programmes around the world -  In 2004, more than 60 countries had labeling schemes and of those 40 had product performance requirements covering many of the same products�National programmes are tailored to suit local manufacturers / suppliers and customers and are based around local laws or rules�However, the present standards and labelling (S&L) paradigm is under pressure with the development of global markets and faster product development cycles for internationally traded goods (often less than six months for consumer electronics).  It certainly is not delivering the potential savings regularly identified by experts�This forum is considering how national S&L schemes should operate in the global marketplace for set top boxes?  ��The Australian position is that S&L programmes need to a shift from individual national schemes toward integrated product standards suitable for use throughout the world to drive efficiency improvements for globally traded products like STBs.  World leaders (eg the G8, the IEA and APEC) have encouraged expert gatherings to make these efficiency improvements happen and communities of practice are a response to that call. 



TV Pick-Ups 

Electricity 
Demand 
and the 
Behavior of 
the Masses 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My World Cup slide



Most Students Enjoy Measuring Things 

In fact, it’s sometimes their favorite part 
of the class! 

With luck they also learn 
the difference between 
energy and power. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I got tired of keeping a list of who had checked out meters, so I began photographing the student with the meter.  The handing off of the meter and the photograph became a lighter moment.



Use the 
Community as 

a Lab 



Topics for Discussion 

• Why teach energy efficiency? Policy? 
– In what Department(s)? 

• Who are the students? 
• What do they need to learn? 

– How much technology? Economics? Behavior? 
Policy? 

• How do you keep students excited? 
• Measures of success? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hope that all of us can return to these questions in their presentations.  I’m going to be listening.



Course Summary for 
“Fundamentals”   

 

1. The demand-side perspective 
2. Energy is transformed into services 
3. Service plots and impacts of energy-saving measures 

on demand, standby, efficiency 
4. Direct energy savings 
5. Indirect energy savings (and increases) 
6. Changing rules of game 
7. Estimating energy use and savings 
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